I am part of this program...I just read that it is supposed to give me internet access. HA HA HA HA HA! There is no internet access available anywhere on this phone. I am about to cancel it, because it is useless to me. I am not sure what the US Government is paying, but if it is over a penny you are being overcharged. The phone is so small I can barely use it, there are not enough minutes per month (250) to even bother with......I called my pharmacy a few months ago and it ate nearly all the minutes (250) for the entire month. The phone is useless in my book. You are being taken advantage of US Government, wake up and change the rules so there is a phone and internet access worth something if that is/was your intention......otherwise this is just another program WASTING US TAXPAYER DOLLARS!!!!!!!!!!!! I am asking you to make the companies MAKE IMPROVEMENTS or CANCEL this program and use the money for this program towards our national debt.....because this phone really is a waste of money, and I am one of the ones that used to pay taxes but now due to a disability am low income and need items like this for a decent life, but only if they are useful and meaningful......and a good use of taxpayer $$$. This program needs a lot of fixes!!! Thanks for allowing me to comment on this issue.